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Get MoreBooks

MoreBooks is your chance to help select which books we’ll buy for the Library.

Complete the request form any time between Monday 6 November and the end of Sunday 19 Nov to submit your suggestions.

Find out more about Morebooks

Research Data Management (RDM) 101 tutorial

The Library has designed a new online tutorial RDM 101 to provide a bite-sized introduction to RDM.

The tutorial will prompt research staff and postgraduate research students to identify the key issues they should be aware of in managing research data.

RDM 101 is available on the VLE

Practice showcasing your research

The Wentworth College 'Work In Progress' series is now open for 2017/18. It is your chance to showcase your research or hear about exciting research projects - all in a relaxed and friendly environment.

Whether you are preparing for a conference, have a poster to present, an upcoming TAP or VIVA, or just want the chance to develop your presentation skills, postgraduates from any Department are welcome.

Find out more about Wentworth College Work in Progress

York researchers to compete in Falling Walls finale this week

PhD student Jet Sanders (Psychology) and post-doc Christian Schuster (Physics) will be among 100 of the most talented innovators and researchers from around the world competing at the Falling Walls finale tomorrow - watch it live.

Find out more and watch the Falling Walls livestream
York Learning and Teaching Award prize winners

The York Learning and Teaching Award (YLTA) is a nine-month programme designed to support postgraduate research students in developing skills in learning and teaching.

Congratulations to our research students from the 2016-17 cohort who were awarded prizes for their outstanding portfolio submissions.

Find out more about YLTA and the prize winners

National Centre for Research Methods training and events

The National Centre for Research Methods (NCRM) has released details of their training courses and events until March 2018. Search through the training programme

Excursions Journal: call for submissions

The Call for Submissions to the next issue of Excursions Journal on 'Networks' is open until Wednesday 15 November 2017. Articles of 3000-5000 words are welcomed from a range of disciplines that engage with instances, contemporary and historic, where the networks we have established matter. Find out more about the Excursions Journal

Opportunities and events

The York Research Student Google+ Community features a range of opportunities, scholarships, funding, events and conferences. Recently posted items include:

- John Rylands Research Institute Digital Humanities project start-up grant
- Daiwa scholarships
- University of Hong Kong fellowships and scholarships
- Research Symposium: 30 years of York Against Cancer
- York Doctoral Symposium

Join the York Research Student Google+ Community

All these news items and more can be found at the York Research Student Community

www.york.ac.uk/YGRS
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